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Al has been canine freestyling since beginning or
intermediate obedience many years ago. I am
going to illustrate how to teach your dog to

march, dance around the top of a pot and
some variations of these moves.

It is fairly easy to teach marching once you have taught
your dog to wave with either paw. You will need to sit on
the floor with your dog sitting facing you. Have a command

for each foot, like “right,”
“left.” Play patty-cake with
your dog, and alternate
having his left foot touch
your right hand and the
right foot touch the left
hand. After he has mastered
this, you can stand and
try the same moves and
commands using your feet
instead of your hands. A
touch stick is often helpful
here. Then when this skill is

mastered, you can take a step
back and have your dog march
without touching you. Keep in
mind this is not a one-day
session. Each skill will take
many sessions.

The next move is to teach
your dog to march side-by-side
next to you. A touch stick
works well here. Give the same
commands you did for face-to-
face marching. Your dog will
have the tendency to turn and
face you, but you will have to correct him. This is a lot more

difficult than the face-to-
face marching.

Before your dog can
dance on a pot, he has to
learn to move sideways and
to place his paws on an ele-
vated surface. Use the click
and treat method, and use a
command like “paws on” to
get your dog to place his
paws on an elevated surface
like a small box or a board.

The sideways move is
taught with two 3-ft.-long

dowels. Position your dog standing directly in front of you,
and extend the dowels parallel to your dog, sandwiching
him between the dowels. Then give the command “side,”
and gently move him sideways. This takes a while to master,
and you will need to
click and treat for tiny
increments of sideways
movement. Eventually,
your dog is to move
sideways with just the
command and a hand
sign from you. Dogs
prefer moving one
direction over the other,
just like people are
right- or left-handed.

Once the dog can do

these two skills, you can
try him on a object to
dance around. Give the
command “paws on,”
and he should respond
by putting his paws on
the pot. Using the dow-
els, tell your dog “side.”
As you do this, you turn
around the pot, too. Your
dog should find this
move fun, once he gets
the hang of it. You can

also teach your dog to march on the elevated surface since
he knows the “paws on” and “march” commands.

Freestyle is creative, like all dancing. Your imagination
and your dogs can create new steps by combining different
dance moves. As Juliet mentioned in her article, you don't
have to compete. You can do demonstrations, or you can
just have fun with your dog at home. �

Janet Hopper, who lives in Fresno, Calif., and has degrees in
industrial arts and ornamental horticulture/nursery management,
had never trained a dog past basic obedience until getting Al, her
first PBGV, in 2000. Janet’s husband Steven trained Al in basic
thru advanced obedience and utility classes, with Janet taking
over for performance classes. Al has been in the “Paws for Fun”
canine performing group since 2002, doing shows for Children's
Hospital, retirement homes and dog events. Al is also an active
therapy dog. Janet’s website is www.theamazingal.com. She can
be reached at dwartofthehills@comcast.net.

Al learning to march.

Al learning to wave

Teaching Al to go around the pot.
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More Dancing: Al's Freestyle

Teaching Al to go sideways
using two dowels.

Al marches on the pot.


